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Hospitality group Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts has revealed a new Uncharted Discovery Private Jet itinerary for
next year, exploring Antarctica and South America.

The curated itineraries available as part of the Four Seasons Private Jet experience allow passengers to travel to their
desired locations without the stress of commercial flights, layovers and delays. All 2022 trips will take place aboard
the new Four Seasons Airbus A321neo-LR aircraft, which has been fully customized to Four Seasons specifications.

"Late last year, we announced three awe-inspiring 2022 itineraries aboard the new Four Seasons Private Jet," said
Christian Clerc, president of global operations for Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts, in a statement. "The response
was overwhelming, with record sellouts and extensive waitlists, signaling considerable pent up demand for travel.

"Now, more than ever, guests are planning bucket-list trips to far corners of the world to make up for lost time," he
said. "To meet this demand, we've introduced two additional opportunities to explore new and remote destinations
with legendary Four Seasons service in the sky."

Around the world
From Nov. 28 to Dec. 18, 2022, the Uncharted Discovery itinerary will take travelers to seven destinations across 21
days. They will explore New Orleana; Peninsula Papagayo; Machu Picchu, Peru; Buenos Aires, Antarctica; Bogot,
Colombia and the Bahamas.

This expedition marks the first time Four Seasons has taken guests to the Earth's southernmost continent, Antarctica.

From May 3-26, 2022, the World of Adventures voyage takes guests to Seattle, Kyoto, Bali, Seychelles, Marrakech,
Bogot, the Galpagos Islands and Miami.
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Both Uncharted Discovery and World of Adventures 2022 journeys are complementary to three sold out private jet
itineraries including African Wonders, a 13-day family-friendly journey designed for travelers of all ages; T imeless
Encounters, a 24-day itinerary exploring city centers and islands; and Ancient Explorer, a 24-day around the world
journey.

Offering the widest and tallest cabin in its class, the Airbus A321neo-LR aircraft's  48-seat interior has been
configured for greater comfort.

The Four Seasons guest relations team works closely with each passenger from initial inquiry until their return
home. On board the Four Seasons private jet, a flight crew includes a dedicated concierge, executive chef and
journey physician.

While visiting remote destinations, guests will stay at luxury accommodations selected by the Four Seasons team.

In partnership with TCS World Travel and in adherence with Four Seasons on-the-ground enhanced global health
and safety program Lead With Care, in place at all hotels, resorts and residences worldwide, Four Seasons works
closely with global experts and local authorities to protect the health and safety of every Four Seasons guest and
employee.

This will include medical pre-screening of each passenger, Four Seasons employee and flight crew member prior
to embarking on each itinerary, with a journey physician accompanying guests throughout the trip.

As vacation destinations slowly and safely reopen to guests, Four Seasons has been highlighting what different
locations have to offer through videos shared on YouTube. Each video has its own individualistic flair and format,
with one of the most recent following a romantic narrative at the Four Seasons Dubai at Jumeirah Beach (see story).
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